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A WEIGHTED LEAST-SQUARES LUMP CORRECTION ALGORITHM
FOR TRANSMISSION-CORRECTED GAMMA-RAY NONDESTRUCTIVE ASSAY*

T. H. Preuynmn,J. K. Sprinkle,Jr.,G. A. Sheppard
SafeguardsAssay Group

Los Alamos National I.,abonttt_
Los Alamos, NM 87545 USA

ABSTRACT the lumps. The massof emitting materialis always biased
With u.ansmission-cocrectedgamma-ray nondestruc- low. Because the fraction of gamma rays escaping from

five assay instruments such as the Segmented Gamma lumps varies with gamma-ray energy, the masses deter-
Scanner (SOS) and the Tomographic Gamma Scanner mined in an assay also vary with energy. For bothmetallic
CI'GS)thatis currentlyunderdevelopment at Los Alamos uranium and plutonium, self-auenumion is significant for
National _, the mount of gamma-ray emitting lumps smaller than 1 mm in diameter. The observed
material can be underestimated for samples in which the variation of assay mass with energy is usually the only
emitting _ consists of particles or lumps of highly indicationthat lumps arepresentand can be used to obtain
auenuating material. This problem is encountered in the estimates of the total mass of emitting material.
assay of uraniumand plutonium-bearingsamples. To eor-
rect for this source of bias, we have developed a least- Sample "lumpiness" was recognized as a potential
squaresalgorithm that uses transmission-corrected assay source of assay bias by the developers of the Cn'stLANL
results for several emitted energies and a weighting func- gamma-ray nond_tive assay (NDA) instruments in
tion to _ccount fm"statistical uncertainties in the assay the early 1970s.1 However, significant development of
results. The variation of effective lump size in the fitted cmr_tion techniques did not occur until the introduction
model is pammeterized; this allows the correction to be of modern microcomputersin the early 1980s. The first
performed for a wide range of lump-size distributions, lt significant advance in lump analysis was a procedurefm"
may be possible to use the reduced chi-squared value assaying samples containing lumps of a single size dis-
obtained in the fit to identify samples in which assay tributed uniformly within a sample.2 The technique was
assumptionshave been violated. We found that this algo- successfully applied to the assay of high-temperaturegas-
rithm significantly reduced bias in simulated assays and cooled reactor (HTGR) fuel. Furtherwork on lump-cre.-
improved SGS assay results for plutonium-bearingsam- rection techniques focused on the general problem in
pies. Further testing will be conducted with the TGS, which a distribution of lump sizes is present within a
which is expected to be less susceptible than the SGS to sample. The correctionalgorithm thatemerged was based
systematic sources of bias. on the single-size assumption used in the analysis of

HTGR fuel. Results of computational studiesa and exper-
INTRODUCTION intents indicated thatby assuming a single lump size, rea-

Bias can occur in transmission-correctedgamma-ray sonable correctionscould be obtained for a rangeof sam-
assays of samples in which the emitting materialccnsists pies. As a result, the single-lump-size assumption forms
of highly attenuating particles 0umps). This problem is the basis of the lump-correction algorithm currently
frequently encountered in the assay of transuranicwaste implemented in field segmented gamma scanner (SOS)
and residues from plutonium and uraniumrecovery pro- instntments.
cesses. The bias caused by lumps arises fromdifferences
in the attenuationof gamma rays from the transmission The field SGS algorithm is specific to the assay of
source and gamma rays produced in the sample. 239pu and determines independent estimates of a correc-
Transmission-sourcegamma rays are attenuated by inter- tion factor for lumps from fractional differences in assay
vening lumps andmatrix.However, gammarays produced masses for threegamma-ray pairs.3 A weighted average
in the sample areattenuated by the lumps in which they of the lump-correction factors is used to determine the
originated in addition to the intervening sample and corrected mass. The algorithm has been successfully ap-
matrix.Because thetransmissioncorrectionaccounts only plied to correct assays of plutonium-bearing scrap and
for bulk attenuationby the sample, the result of an assay waste.4'5
is closely related to the rateat which gamma rays escape

tAn importantcontributionto this effort was the unpub-
*This work is supportedby the US Departmentof Energy, lished work of Bob Likes and his students of Fort Lewis
Office of SafeguardsandSecurity. College, Colorado, on the modeling of lump effects.



One problemwiththe field lump-correctionalgorithm where the constant of proportionalityICidepends on the
is that, in many cases, the correction factors determined isotopic composition of the materialand in most assays is
from each of the threegamma-raypairs differ and there is contained implicitly within the calibrationconstanL
no formalism fordetermining the weighting function used
to combine the correction factors. As a result, we have The fundamentalassumption in the formulationof the
developed a weighted least-squaresapproach in which the lump model is that the transmission measurements pro-
assay masses are fitted to a model thatdescribes in detail vide accurateestimates of the attenuationof gamma rays
the energy variationof assay masses because of the effect after they escape from the lumps in the sample material.
of lumps. The advantage of the weighted least-squares This assumption can be violated if the lumps are macro-
approach is that a single correction can be determined sc.opic(thatis, lumps occupy a volume comparablein size
from the assay results using a formalism thataccounts for to thesensitive volume of the transmissionmeasurement).
the errorstruclarein the data.Inherentin the least squares In this case, the transmission measurementcan be sub-
approach is the ability to determinereliable estimates in stantially pe_ by the lumps causing the bulk linear
the uncertainties in the fitted parametersand to directly attenuationcoefficient of the volume to be over-estimated.
assess the quality of the til A study was conducted in More often, however, microscopic lumps areencountered
which the algorithm was applied to correct simulated and the transmission measurement is not significantly
assays of plutonium and uranium samples with a wide influenced by the lumps. (For example, for SGS assays
range of lump-size distributions.The algorithm was also and coarse resolution TGS assays, lumps areconsidered
used to correct experimental SGS assays of plw.onium- microscopic if they are less than 1 cm in diameter.) For
bearing samples from the LANL Plutonium Processing microscopic lumps, the fundamentalassumption is valid if
Facility. the assumptions of the transmission correction analysis

are notviolated. For example, with SGS assays, the lumps
THEORY OF LUMPS must be distributed uniformly within a uniform matrix.

The production rate of gamma rays with energy Ei For the TGS, the transmission-corr_tion analysis is more
because of the decay of a radioisotopewithin an arbitrary sophisticated and the distribution of microscopic lumps
samplevolume V is given by can varyover the sample.6

[., 3 In" When the fundamental assumption is valid, the massSi = .v d r.u dp npf(p)v(p)2tnl i (1) determined by an assay is proportionalto the rateat which
gamma rays escape the source material and varies with

where gamma-ray energy. The rate at which gamma rays of
energy Ei escape from the source material within the

d3r = a differential volume element; volume is given by
np = the number of particles of source material per

uni,vo,um0: =I,, 'rlop ffi the characteristic particle size (for example,
diameterfor sphericalparticles); • F(p, Ei)] (3)

f(p)dp = the fraction of particles with sizes between p

and p + alp; where F(p,E) is the fractionof gamma rays of energy E
_(p) = the volume of a particleof size p; that escape particles of size p. lt follows that the masses
;kn = the activity of the emitting isotope per unit determined in an assay of a sample containing lumps are

particlevolume; and given by
li = the absolute intensity of thegamma ray.

The particle density np and the particle size distribution M(Ei) = KiS(Ei) (4)

f(p) are spatiallyvaryingquantities. For spherical particles,p is the particlediameterand

The total mass of emitting material within the volume v(p)fg_3/6. An analytical expression for the fraction of
is given by gamma rays escaping a sphere uncollided was developed

by Francois7 and, following the notation used by Parker8,
is given bym = (2)



2"X'I (2 _2)1 Reasonable corrections can be made if the panicle
F(p,E)= 3 1- 2 -x

+ • + (5) size distribution within a waste-stream has a known andsimple functional form involving a small number of
parameters.The parametersof the functionalong with the

where X ffitt(E)p is a dimensionless parametergiven by predicted mass can then be determined directly from the
the productof the particle's linearattenuationcoefficient assay masses. Unfortunately, considerable effort is re-
p.(E)andparticle size p. quiredto experimentally determine the variationof parti-

cle _e. Also, a simple functional form that adequately
For non-spherical panicles, the variation of the es- characterizesthe particle-size distribution for the process

cape fraction withX canbe calculatednumerically.In this may not exist.
case, X is given by the product of p.and the equivalent
spherical diameterof the particle. From the calculations, As a result, we have developed an approach that
the escape fraction was found to be insensitive to lump requires no knowledge of the lump-size distribution
geometryover awiderangeofX(l:ig. 1).The calculations within the selected volume but instead involves the
also revealed a minor dependence of the angulardism'bu- pai,_Jne__._oJ'ir_tionof effective lump size with assay energy.
rien of emitted gamma rays on lump geometry. The e,ff_cfive lump size is the size of a single lump that
Consequently, the spherical lumpmodel was used in both produces the same effect as the actual lump-size distribu-
the simulation andanalysis of lump effects, rien at a selected energy. More concisely, for each assay

energy E there exists an effective lump size p*(E) such
EFFECTIVE SIZE MODEL that

The objective of a lump-correction algorithm is to

determine the true mass of emitting material contained M(E) = M F[p* (E),E] (6)
within a selected volume of a sample from assay masses
obtained for several gamma-ray energies. Note that if the
attenuationby the source particles (lumps) is negligible, This statement can be arrived at rigorously by applying
F(p,E)=I and Eq. 3 reduces to Eq. 1. In this case, the the mean value theorema to Eqs. 3 and 4. If the energy
assay mass values are equal to the true mass. However, variation of the effective lump size is known, the true
with significant attenuation by the source particles, the mass of material within a selected volume can be deter-
relationship between the assay masses and the mass of mined directly from the assay masses using Eq. 6.
emitting material becomes complicated and information Equation6 provides a direct relationship between the true
about the lump size distribution is required to make a mass and the assay masses obtainedat differentenergies.

correction. The energy variation of effective lump size was
examined for a large number of lump-size distributions

100 _ ' 414kev ' using the following procedure. For each size distribution,

345kev assay masses were calculated for different energies from451 kev

' \, Eq. 4 for a volume containing a uniform spatial distribu-375 keV

_. tionof metallicplutoniumlumps.Thetruemasswasalso

203_: calculatedfromEq. 2. The effectivelump sizewas then
_= _; determined for each assay energy fromEq. 6 usinga root-

l Lese-d: finding scheme.Sphere (Theoretical) 1_9 keV(_

"' _ spher_(Uont_Car_o) _• A subsetof the sizedistributionsstudiedis shownin

• Ellipse

Cyhnder Fig. 2. The subset represents a wide range of lump-sizeCone

I = S,x coale,=cmg spheres distributions, including two single-size distributions

10 -1 l O 1 mm diameter, plutonium....... lump, . • (Distributions ? and 8). The relative energy variation of
_o-2 _o-' _o° _o' effective lump size for each distribution is shown in

x (_,p) Fig. 3. The energy variation of effective lump size was
found to be similar for ali of the size distributions

Fig. 1. Variation of the escape fraction for different lump examined. For distributions consisting of a single lump
geometries. Escape fraction valuesfor l-mm-diam lumpsfor size, the effective size is energy-invariantand equal to the
prominent239Pulines areindicatedby largecircles, mean lump size of the distribution (TableI, Distributions

"Describedin most standardCalculus textbooks.
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Fig. 3. Relative variation of effective lump s/ze with
Fig. 2. Lump-size distributions (The distributions are not energy.
nornuz_ed).

TABLE I. Characteristics of Several Lump-Size Distributions.
7 and 8). For distributions containing lumps of different
sizes, the effective lump size increases monotonically Distribution < p > _*(I00 keV) p'(1000 keV)
with energy and no correlation is observed between Number (cre) (cm) (cm)

1 0.155 0.320 0.356
effective and average lump sizes. The effective lump size 2 0.097 0.254 0.300
approachesan asymptote as gamma-rayenergy increases 3 0.055 0.153 0.193
becausethetotallumpattenuationcoefficientisrelatively 4 0.098 0.165 0.181
small anddoesnot vary substantiallyover the energy 5 0.195 0.296 0.314
rangein whichComptonscatteringis dominanLAbove 6 0.071 0.109 0.120

7 0.010 0.010 0.010
1022 keV, the variationof effective size is influencedby 8 0.100 0.100 0.100
pair production. For ali distributionsexamined, the 9 0.028 0.060 0.067
effective lump size was found to vary no more than 30% 10 0.057 0.116 0.132
over the range of energies considered (100 keV to 11 0.296 0.397 0,416
1000 keV).

LUMP ANALYSIS ALGORITHM the number of parameters describing p*(E) so that the
To correct for lump effects, Eq. 6 is fitted to assay total number of fitted parameters is at least one less that

masses thai are determined for each measurable gamma the mta] number of assay masses. For uranium assays,
ray produced by the selected radioisotope. In the fit, the p*(E) may be describedusing four parameters.For pluto-
total assay mass M and parametersdescribing the effec- nium assays, two to fourparametersmay be used,dq)end-
live lump size function p*(E) are determined. In pluto- ing on the availability of as._y results for the two addi-
nium assays, masses are typically determined for four tional lines.
gamma rays produced by the decay of 239pu (129 keV,
203 keV, 345 keV, and 414 keV). Additional results can The observed energy variationof effective lump size
sometimes be oblained for the 375- and 45 l-keV gamma (Fig. 3) may be fitted approximately by functions of the
rays. In uraniumassays, masses can be obtained202 keV, form
and 205 keV). For meaningful fits, it is desirableto limit



p * (E) = a - bg(E) -c (7) suits for the single lump-size model in which the effective
lump size is energy-invariant _) were found to be

where g(E) may be any monotonically increasing rune- systematically biased low. However, while the maximumbias observed was -10%, most assays were corrected to
rien. The parameters a, b, and c are constrained to be within a few percentof the known value. For the single-
greater than or equal to zero and p*(E) must be positive size model, the difference between assays involving four
over the entire range of assay energies, and six assay masses was found to be small. A minor im-

provement was observed when the correction was applied
The lump-correction algorithm is formulated as a to the higber-energy masses typically determined in SGS

weighted least-squares problem in which the weights are assays (for example, 203, 345, and 413 keV). The accu-
the uncertainties in the masses determined in the assay, racy improved because the energy variation of the effec-
General inequality constraints are imposed on the fitted tire lump size is smaller at higherenergies.
permnetersand the problemis solved using a constrained

nonlinear optimizationcode (MINOS9). Uncertainties in Corrections were also made using the three-pmameter
the fitted parametersare determined in a post-optimality lump size model (Eq. 7). Monotonic functions of the form
analysis that considers both the constraints and the corre-
gations between fitted parameters. The variation of the 8(E) = in(E) were found to provide corrections to within

1% of the known mass. In practice, however, this correc-
lump linear-attenuation coefficient with gamma-ray en- tion can only be applied in a meaningful way to pluto-
ergy is required to determine the escape fraction used in
the correctionalgorithm and is specified by an effective nium assays in which more than four assay masses arcdeterminext
atomic numberZqy that may be treated as an additional

free parameterto be determined by the algorithm; how- The performance of the correctionalgorithm was also
ever, in most cases thecomposition of thelumps is known investigated for uraniumassays. Assay masses were simu-
and Ze._'isfixed, gatedfor samples containing metallic lumps of uranium

with the same size distributions used in the plutoniumANALYSIS OF SIMULATED ASSAYS
To test the algorithm, we simulated assay masses for study. Simulated assay masses and results of the lumpcorrection are shown in Table III. Because the effective

samples containing metallic plutonium lumps with size lump size varied significantly over the raage of uranium
distributionsshown inFig. 2. Simulatedassay masses and
corrected masses arepresented in Table II. Corrected re-

TABLE II. Analysis of Simulated Plutonium Assays.

Distribution Assay Masses (Relative) LC Mass" p" " LC Mass ""
Number 129 keV 203 keV 345 keV 375 keV 413 keV 451 keV (Relative) (cre) (Relative)

1 0.080 0.192 0.465 0.511 0.564 0.606 0.954 0.320 1.008
1 0.080 0.192 0.465 m 0.564 -- 0.942 0.995
2 0.100 0.232 0.518 0.563 0.612 0.652 0.940 0.256 1.006
2 0.100 0.232 0.518 -- 0.612 -- 0.929 0.996
2 -- 0.232 0.518 -- 0.612 -- 0.936 1
3 0.161 0.343 0.640 0.679 0.721 0.752 0.946 0.149 1.005
3 0.161 0.343 0.640 -- 0.721 -- 0.940 0.996
4 0.152 0.337 0.648 -- 0.730 -- 0.974 0.170 1.005
5 0.086 0.208 0.496 m 0.595 m 0.969 0.298 1.003
6 0.223 0.450 0.741 -- 0.807 m • 0.980 0.107 1.007
7 0.811 0.918 0.973 _ 0.981 _ 1.000 0.010 1.000
8 0.242 0.487 0.774 _ 0.833 -- 1.000 0.100 1.000
9 0.363 0.612 0.842 -- 0.885 _ 0.987 0.062 1.007
10 0.210 0.428 0.722 -- 0.791 w 0.973 0.117 1.007
11 0.065 0.160 0.416 _ 0.517 -- 0.968 0.388 1.003

• p"(E) = a
""p'(E) = a - bin(E) -_



TABLE III.Analysisof Simulated Uranium Assays.

Distribution Assay Masses (Relative) LC Mass" LC Mass'"

Number 144 keV 163 keV 186 keV 202 keV 205 keV (Relative) (Relative)
1 0.101 0.130 0.169 0.200 0.207 0.810 0.873
2 0.120 0.153 0.196 0.230 0.237 0.731 0.906

2 -- -- 0.196 0.230 0.237 0.788 --

2 -- -- -- 0.230 0.237 7.543 --

3 0.200 0.249 0.310 0.355 0.363 0.853 0.929
4 0.190 0.240 0.302 0.349 0.359 0.950 0.969
5 0.109 0.141 0.183 0.217 0.224 0.910 0.928

6 0.274 0.338 0.411 0.463 0.473 0.961 0.990

7 0.847 0.880 0.907 0.922 0.925 1.000 1.000

8 0.298 0.367 0.446 0.501 0.511 1.000 1.000

9 0.427 0.500 0.576 0.624 0.633 0.967 1.006
10 0.258 0.319 0.390 0.440 0.450 0.916 0.982
11 0.082 0.106 0.139 0.166 0.172 0.889 0.911

• f(E) =,
"" p*(E) - a - bln(E) -c

assay energies, the single-size model produced poor eor- MSE sample (XBLP 265) are shown in Fig. 4 for four
rections. Results were biased low by as much as 30%. energies. The assay masses determinedfor each segment
Substantial improvement was observed for corrections tend to increase with energy, indicating that the sample
based on the three-parameter(Eq. 7) lump size model. In contains lumps. The lump-correction algorithm currently
this case, corrected results were typically within 10% of implemented in field SGS instruments (LCSGS) and the
the known mass. weighted least-squaresalgorithm (LCSGS-WI_) with the

single lump-size model were applied to each segment.
ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL ASSAYS The total mass determinedby the weighted least squares

The lump-correctionalgorithm was applied lo correct algorithm (LCSGS-WLS-SEG) was roughly 20% higher
SGS assays of sand, slag, and crucible (SSC) samples and than the conventional SGS mass (that is, the total assay
samples containing molten salt extraction 0VISE)residues mass at 413 keV). The total mass determined by the
from the LANL PlutoniumProcessing Facility. Both MSE LCSGS algorithm was 5% higher than the conventional
and SSC samplesareknown to contain microscopic lumps SGS mass. Both results are substantially lower than the
of plutonium metal. As a result, SGS assay masses are reference value determined by calorimetry, suggesting
found to increase with gamma-rayenergy and are system- thatheterogene;ties in the sample were a majorsource of
atically lower than reference values determined by de- the observed bias. The weighted least-squares algorithm
structive analysis or by calorimetry. Substantial bias is was also applied to the total assay masses, resulting in a
observed in SGS assays of MSE and SSC samples be- corrected mass (LCSGS-WLS-TOT) comparable to the
cause of the combination of lumps and large-scale hetero- mass obtained by applying the algorithm to each segment.
geneities in thedistributionof emitting material. Application of the lump-correctionalgorithm to the total

assay masses can result in a significant increase in the
The effective-size lump model is valid for any vol- precisionof the corrected mass.

ume for which assay mass estimates are available pro-
vided the key assumptions of the assay are valid (for Results of SGS assays of SSC and MSE samples are
example, uniformity and homogeneity). Hence, for the presented in Table IV along with lump-corrected masses
SGS, the lump-correction algorithm can be applied to determined by the weighted least-squares algorithm and
either the assay masses obtained for individual segments reference mass values. The lump-correction algorithm
or to the total assay masses. Results of an SGS assay of an was applied to total assay masses and generally reduced



the bias; however, in most cases, the X 2 value that mea-
v 129 keV

20 T . 203 kev sures the quality of the fit was high (for example, a X2

I ,_ 345 keV ClOSetO 1 is considered acceptable). This implies that for

• 414 kev most of the samples studied, lumps were not the only
_-/_Lump o LCSGS

15 i _Correction . LCSGS-WLS - source of bias. lt is likely that sample heterogeneities
_ contributed considerably to the obServed bias. The

_'_,,T Totals: " . weighwxi least squares algorithm CLCSGS-WLS) pro-

E i: [ '_ I LCSGS 101 (?.o_.) duced corrections similar to the field SGS _tion algo-
l0 Tit,, | \-_ I LCSGS-WLS-SEG l lS (2.4_.) - ft[Jim (LCSGS). Results of the two algorithms are com-

"_ ,' "_ '_ [ LCSGS-WLS-TOT 109 (2.9_.) pared in Fig. 5. The LCSGS-WLS algorithm was applied

_, i -,:_,_- i to total assay masses, while the LCSGS algorithm was
"_ _, • _, [ applied to assay masses obtained for each Segment. The

•_:-_ q difference betweenthetwo correctionschemes,averaged

\ )_ ,_ _:_\_,_,._, | overallsamples, was lessthan1%. The averagebias for

I
the lump.correcWxl assays was approximately -13% com-I

_ pared to an average bias of-20% for the
uncorrected SGSo

i t i t _-_ assays.
0 6 12 18 24

Segment number DISCUSSION
There are Several possible sources of the bias ob-

FiB. 4. SGS assay of an MSE sample (XBLP 265). The inset
shows total masses of 2$9Pu in grams and uncertainties in served in the SGS assays of MSE and SSC samples, some
percent obtained by several.,_,ds, of which arediscussed in Ref. 4. For example, the as-

sumption of a single-lump size distribution can bias
assays low by a few percent for plutOnium samples (see
Table II). A significant source of bias in the MSE and

TABLE IV. Lump-Corrected SGS Assays of MSE and SSC Samples.

Sample Pu-239 Assay Masses and Uncertainties (g) LC Mass o' X_ Ref.
lD 129 keV # 204 keV # 345 keV # 414 keV u WLS (g) (g) (g)
XBLP265 29.63 7.70 70.50 6.84 89.30 1.43 95.20 0.52 108.72 3.20 0.96 168.69
XBLP272 19.88 2.66 45.41 2.32 58.60 1.13 60.94 0.21 68.58 0.76 2.44 109.89
XBLP260 40.98 4.10 85.87 4.72 87.62 1.75 91.07 0.55 98.11 1.30 6.10 108.40
MPX2581 _8.63 3.84 68.72 3.16 99.46 2.19 105.25 0.65 117.79 I.I0 2.40 161.31
MPX2601 41.80 7.44 60,84 5.31 88.80 2.14 97.81 0.63 113.62 4.21 1.78 141.24
MPX2699 10.03 1.82 8.94 1.34 12.66 1.08 12.79 0.34 13.35 0.56 1.56 24.22
XBLP 120 78.70 0.91 90.80 1.00 91.80 0.50 90.70 0.20 92.14 0.22 12.51 104.98
XBLP267 76.70 0.69 104.50 1.00 116.30 0.47 116.70 0.23 122.29 0.30 12.52 118.00
XBLPS300 108.20 0.76 147.60 0.89 164.00 0.33 163.90 0.16 171.52 0.19 53.69 186.35
XBLP270 60.50 0.60 81.50 0.80 89.80 0.36 89.70 0.18 93.74 0.22 16.19 93.05
XBLP 121 83.90 0.60 116.70 1.00 127.00 0.76 128.60 0.51 135.29 0.57 17.74 146.03
XBLP 278 52.80 0.50 68.30 0.70 73.30 0.40 74.00 0.20 76.71 0.24 6.51 85.51
XBLP 301 92.70 0.91 134.20 1.21 179.20 0.59 186.10 0.30 202.38 0.49 20.03 231.26
RFMSE1 172.20 4.20 212.00 2.69 220.20 0.68 218.50 0.39 223.35 0.68 14.97 229.13
RFMSE2 149.40 14.60 241.50 0.60 322.60 0.81 326.30 0.69 362.95 0.99 39.08 349.65
RFMSE3 35.00 0.20 43.60 0.40 47.50 0.30 48.20 0.10 49.82 0.09 0.90 52.13
RFMSE4 156.60 7.70 262.10 4.98 357.20 0.89 358.60 0.72 391.91 1.36 53.71 383.69
P,.FMSE5 55.20 1.21 82.10 0.90 109.10 0.40 112.10 0.20 122.57 0.37 7.14 132.50
AR.F595 176.70 14.30 227.80 7.52 248.10 0.60 244.20 0.29 245.50 1.15 31.07 246.93
ARF642 182.40 10.21 202.60 5.69 198.70 0.70 197.50 0.30 197.77 0.35 2.75 207.29
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SSC samples is heterogeneities in the distribution of CONCLUSIONS
emitting material within the samples. Large-scale The formulation of the lump model in terms of an
heterogeneities violate the assumptions of the SGS effective lump size that varies with energy provides a
analysis and usually result in the variationof assay mass basis for the development of advanced lump-correctionwith energy. To illustrate the effect of sample
heterogeneities, SGS assays of a point source of 239pu algorithms and an understandingof the natureof the bias
within a 208-t drum with a 1 g/cm3 attenuatingmatrix caused by lumps. Because the effective size variationcan
were simulated (Fig 6). Note that source locations within be described by a small number of parameters,there is
20 cm of the drum axis produce SGS assay masses that significant potential for reducing bias in assays in which
increase with energy and are biased low. The magnitude assay masses are determined for only a few energies. In
of the bias because of these "false lumps" depends on the our study of simulated uraniumassays, the gain in accu-

racy achieved by using the energy-varying effective size
density of the matrix, model was found to be substantial.For plutoniumassays,

the single lump-size model is probably adequate for a
Application of the lump-correction algorithm to wide range of lump-size distributions. In both cases, it is

"false-lump" assays in which the assay mass was ob- likely thatsubstantial gains in accuracy with the energy-
served to increase with energy negligibly reduced the

varying model will not be observed unless other sources
bias. In addition, the lump model does not closely fit the of assay bias areminimized. As a result, we arecurrently
energy variation of assay mass (see inset of Fig. 6). investigating the application of the advanced correction
Because sample heterogeneities influence the energy algorithm to TGS assays in which the bias caused by bet-
variationof assay mass, it may be possible to use the Z 2 erogeneities in the matrixand emitting materials is small.
to identify samples in which SGS assumptions are vio-
lated, particularly if high-precision estimates of assay Corrections applied to experimental SGS assays
mass are available. However, further evaluation of the demonstrate thatthe weighted least squaresalgorithmcan
algorithmusingwell-characterizedsamplesisrequiredto beusedtocorrectthetotalassaymassesdeterminedinan

SGS scanwiththesameaccuracyobtainablebyapplying
determinetheutilityofZ2. thecorrectiontoeachsegment.The precisionofthecor-

rectedmassdeterminedfromtotalassaymassesisoften
higherthantheprecisionobtainedbycombiningcorrected
segmentmasses.Thisresultisimportantin uranium



assays because the intensity of most of the gamma rays Society, Inc., La GrangePark,Illinois 1988), ANS Order
produced in the decay of 235U is low. Because the lump- No. 700132, pp. 188-193.
correctionalgorithm can be applied to an arbitrarysample
volume, the result can be extended to TGS assays in 4. S.-T. Hsue, D. G. Langner, V. L. Longmire, H. O.
which the sample is represented by a large number of Menlove, P. A. Russo, and J. K. Sprinkle, Jr.,
volume elements (voxels). In TGS assays, it is vital to "Measurements of Plutonium Residues from Recovery
apply lump correction algorithm to total assay masses Proc_ses," Los Alamos National Laboratorydocument
because the uncertainty in voxel assay masses can be LA-UR-89-3699 (November 1989).
large. In addition, by applying the conez_on to the total
assay masses, the analysis of uncertaintiesin TGS assays 5. S.M. Simmonds, J. K. Sprinkle,Jr., S.-T. Hsue, and
is grearly simplified. M.P. Kellog, "Nondestructive Assay of Plutonium
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